
Scriptthe origins of

600 BC

Calligraphy is 
invented in 
Rome, and 

influences the 
creation of the 

Greek and Latin 
alphabets.

1440

Gutenberg 
invents the 

printing press in 
France. This 

creates movable 
type and sparks 

the printing 
revolution.

300 BC

In Ancient China 
calligraphy is 

incorporated into 
Chinese writing, 

creating the 
earliest form of 
cursive script.

12th -17th Century

Blackletter is the popular 
script of Western 
Europe, especially 

Germany. It’s patterned 
after old-fashioned 

manuscript lettering used 
before the invention of 

movable type.

17th-18th Century

The aristocracy in 
Europe uses elegant hand 

lettering that inspires 
formal style script 

typography. Three key 
inspirations of the time 
are the famous writing 
masters of the time: 

Shelley, Bickham, and 
Snell. 

20th Century

Europe and North 
America develop the 

casual style script 
which is less formal 

and more active than 
traditional scripts. It’s 

used heavily in 
advartisements. 

Over the years many art styles have come 
and go. They have left their marks on the art world, 
including typography. Scripts have been especially 
affected by these trends in aesthetics and writing 

utensils. From the early brushes that inspired calligraphy 
all the way to the modern digital tools we use today, 

script types have developed four different classifications: 
calligraphic, blackletter, formal, and casual. While they 
each have their own aesthetics they have all still retained 

the key characeristics that make them scripts, like 
connected and rounded letters. When used right scripts 

are elegant and refined, so designers should always 
remember to use them sparingly and tastefully or they 

quickly become unlegible and overbearing.

Casual
Modern style that is more active and messy. Made largely through

 use of digital tools inspired by quick and messy handwriting.

Formal
Elegant and fancy style inspired by handwriting of 17th and 18th centuries written with a steel nib pen.

Commonly features elaborate swashes and flowing letters that connect seamlessly.

Blackletter
Heavily utilized by sign painters throughout Europe in the 12th to 17th centuries.

Is based off of the manuscript lettering used in historical and religious books 

made with a quill pen before the invention of movable type.

Calligraphy
One of the earliest forms of modern writing as well as art that utilizes brushes to acheive long, sweeping strokes.

Creates an elegant yet simple typeface, with bold strokes and little stroke variation.


